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these prototypes may not be representative of the final version of a game, only different working/finaled versions. a prototype may also be
used to test the framerate and score of a game, while the final build is modified to support a specific plot or level. the nes had a built-in halt
system that would cause a single nes to put itself into a semi-sleep state, after which it would return to a normal state. this could be used for

such things as preventing the nes from going into an infinite loop or to ensure that the game would finish in a finite amount of time.
unfortunately, in very early prototypes for sonic and other games, nintendo had not implemented a stopping time trigger yet. thus, sonic, in
one early iteration of gameplay, could run away from knuckles at infinite speed, with knuckles' ultimate goal being to simply keep chasing

him. in this prototype, an unreleased sonic game/level from early 1990s that features an unusual opening sequence in which sonic attempts
to accelerate while being crushed, is supposed to be seen before the title screen (when the scene is paused). however, this screen doesn't

appear until the final version of the game, implying this scene is unfinished. the basic controls in sonic the hedgehog were apparently tested
on the nintendo nes, as this early prototype of the game (around 1991) features normal controller layouts. the test cartridge was also

required to present the player with a stage of the game for evaluation.
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The demo was not compatible with Western Laserdisc players or Laserdisc games. The white box
contained the code of the demo, which Westwood had transferred onto the box itself. When the game
was started, the demo would play normally. In the end, the game would freeze and the player would
be taken back to the "The Making of Prototype 1" menu. The level which contained the vehicles was
skipped. A prototype using the same ROM header as the one above, this build is more "clean", with a

minor plumber character sprite patch, copyright information, and the name Advance, along with a
date stamp of 1993.SEP. The character sprite patch has also been made to have the correct palette.
If you are running a container without an Internet connection, and you need to deploy an application
that has dependencies that are not available offline, you can use the Maven dependency plug-in to

download the applications dependencies into a Maven offline repository. You can then distribute this
customized Maven offline repository to machines that do not have an Internet connection. You can
download it from here: http://www.thenewboston.com/projects/spinspot/ To get the archive file you

can either drag and drop the file into the window that appears, or you can open it with your web
browser. Once you have the file, unzip it and open up Eclipse. Then, in your workspace, click File >

Import & Exports, and then select Maven > Existing Maven Projects. Select the folder you just
unzipped the content into (it should show up as a Maven project in the workspace), and click Next. On

the next screen, select the first option, Local, then click Finish. Your project will be created.
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